
What in the World? Part 4 - Being a Disruptive Witness
How do we become an effective witness in a secular and disrupted age? 

…become a Disruptive Witness: a witness that interrupts the normal course or unity of culture with the gospel 

How do we become disruptive witnesses? 

1) Develop disruptive personal habits…
…the disruptive “double movement” habit - acknowledging that goodness, beauty and blessing whenever 
   encountered in life are gifts from God to be received with gratitude and turned outward to glorify Him and love our 
   neighbor

…disruptive “allusiveness” habit - a reference, hint or sign point toward God, hope, the Gospel or need of

…disruptive silence habit - providing time for honest self reflection that reveals our need for God 

…disruptive “saying grace” habit - an embodied activity that signals an act of gratitude toward God for His provision 
    the for food on the table 

…disruptive Sabbath rest Habit - an embodied choice of faith in God’s providence not in the fullness of a busy 
    schedule 

2)  Develop disruptive church habits…
Church in this culture has a choice to - 1) get on the train of current culture 

2) recover a deeper, thicker more orthodox higher bar version of 
    spirituality 

“the aim is to find forms of collective rituals; rites of passages; individual and small group disciplines of prayer, fasting, 
devotion, modes of marketing time, new ways of living conjugal sexual life, new ways of healing and sharing…which 
could give bodily and at times public expression of the worship of God.” - Charles Taylor, A Secular Age

The church is a disruptive witness as it restores, reframes and revitalizes these practices in light of the 
incarnation. 

How? 
church attendance 
church service: greeting, passing of the peace 

singing 
announcement of the law 
public and silent confession 
prayer and the Lord’s Supper 
baptism 

3)  Develop disruptive cultural habits…
2 Peter 3:4 - “where is this ‘coming’ He promised?  Ever since our ancestors died, everything goes on as it has since 
the beginning of creation.”  - an intersection of hope and despair 

a disruptive witness in our culture will live where HOPE and DESPAIR intersect 

How do we live where these intersect? 
1) participate in the stories of our culture that play on suppressed desire for eternity 

C.S. Lewis: “If I find myself a desire which no experience in this world can satisfy, the most probable 
explanation is that I was made for another world.” 

2) participate in the tragedies of our culture forcing a confrontation with death and meaninglessness 
our presence and openness to be the weight of tragedy will itself be a disruptive witness in our culture to 
God’s compassion and significance of each human being 

Our calling is not to invent allusions to God in our lives, but to reveal and affirm the ones that are already necessarily 
there and disruptively call attention to them personally, as a church and with our participation within our culture.  


